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INTRODUCTION

Wine improves with age. Its flavour becomes full and rich, its value enhanced.

Trees and flowers grow in beauty and worth as they age. Such success comes after a lifetime of growth and change. This process began "before birth."

People also change and grow as they age. Some of the changes are proud ones, such as wisdom and understanding. Some of the changes make the people change themselves - walk more slowly, eat more carefully.

All people have similar changes as they grow older but they may occur at different times. A person's "body age" (biological) may be quite different from one's age in years. One person may be fifty years old; another may be eighty years young. Cousin Emma has silver hair at age 30; Uncle Joe can still ride a bicycle at 80.

Not all changes are obvious ones. While Uncle Joe is still trim and fit, his blood vessels have narrowed and he doesn't see well at night. These are internal changes, ones that are not visible but still have an affect on the person. External changes are those that can be seen.

Aging is inevitable and so is change. How and when one changes depends on two things - heredity and
ENVIRONMENT. HEREDITY IS THE LEGACY RECEIVED FROM ONE'S ANCESTORS. IT IS GREATLY AFFECTED BY ENVIRONMENT WHICH IS EVERYTHING AROUND THE PERSON. THESE TWO FACTORS PLUS THE PERSON MAKE UP A UNIQUE INDIVIDUAL.

The remainder of the module looks at obvious and hidden signs of aging and what affects them. It also suggests ways of enjoying the changes that occur. The message of the module is: USE IT OR LOSE IT.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, you will be able to:

1. Define "physiology of aging" and the internal and external factors that affect it.
2. Describe changes that occur in the skin of the older adult.
3. Describe changes that occur in the musculoskeletal system of the older adult.
4. Describe changes that occur in the cardiovascular system of the older adult.
5. Describe changes that occur in the respiratory system of the older adult.
6. Describe changes in the gastrointestinal system of the older adult.
7. Describe changes in the urinary system of the older adult.
8. Describe sexuality changes in the older adult.
9. Describe changes in the central nervous system of the older adult.
The following section will present the "physiology of aging" and the internal and external factors that affect it.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF AGING

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to define physiology of aging and the internal and external factors that affect it.

"Physiology" is how the body works; what it does with what it has. The physiology of a car is how the motor runs, how the exhaust system works, how the transmission performs.

Physiology includes looking at the body parts but only in relation to how they work. In studying the physiology of aging, one sees that the body parts do change. The important point however, is how they work and how they are affected by heredity, the internal factor or environment, the external factor.

Even at birth a person has received a gift of heredity. He may have Grampa's blue eyes, Granny's long feet, or Uncle John's red hair. One may also inherit other characteristics. One may have inherited a tendency to develop a certain disease, the tendency to grow fat or, to have poor eyesight.
The characteristics that we inherit are closely tied to environment. This is the person's world around one - who one lives with, where one lives, what one does for work and play and what one eats.

People can do little about their heredity but they can influence their environment. Often people maintain environments that are harmful to them. They may or may not realize it.

Studies show that being married and that living rurally can increase one's expected length of life by five years. This does not mean that every person should grab a partner and head for the hills. It means that having clean air to breathe and having people around who care are good for one's health.
"Lifestyle" is a popular word today. It refers to a person's life habits of eating, playing, and working. Each person has their own lifestyle. Some are more healthy than others. Sometimes one thinks that if "it" is fun, then it must be unhealthy. While this is not true, certain 'fun' things done in youth such as smoking or overeating may well turn out to be harmful in later life. On the other hand, habits of regular exercise and activity developed in early years will make life better and more productive for the older adult.
THE FOLLOWING SECTION LOOKS AT VISIBLE AND HIDDEN CHANGES THAT OCCUR IN VARIOUS BODY PARTS WITH AGING.

CHANGES IN THE SKIN

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to describe changes that occur in the skin of the older adult.

The skin, or epithelium, is the body's protection and covering. While many body parts become thicker with age, the skin becomes thinner.

The layers of skin become less elastic and less moist with age. The layer of fat that lies under the skin (subcutaneous fat) lessens also, so the face and limbs look thinner. These changes, plus the years of exposure to sun and wind, produce soft wrinkled skin. The "crow's feet", "laugh lines" and wrinkles tell of a lifetime of joys and sorrows. Isn't it a shame that people spend so much time and money trying to cover up such signs of living and learning!
THE FOLLOWING SECTION LOOKS AT VISIBLE AND HIDDEN CHANGES THAT OCCUR IN VARIOUS BODY PARTS WITH AGING.

CHANGES IN THE SKIN

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to describe changes that occur in the skin of the older adult.

The skin, or epithelium, is the body's protection and covering. While many body parts become thicker with age, the skin becomes thinner.

The layers of skin become less elastic and less moist with age. The layer of fat that lies under the skin (subcutaneous fat) lessens also, so the face and limbs look thinner. These changes, plus the years of exposure to sun and wind, produce soft wrinkled skin. The "crow's feet", "laugh lines" and wrinkles tell of a lifetime of joys and sorrows. Isn't it a shame that people spend so much time and money trying to cover up such signs of living and learning!
Pigment is skin colouration. The thinning of the epithelium and a change in pigment distribution lead to the appearance of freckles on hands and face. These spots are commonly and incorrectly called "liver spots." They have nothing to do with the liver.

The skin is the body's protection from infection and injury. Helping the skin do its job is an important task for the older adult. Changes in moisture, thickness, elasticity and underpadding lead to changes in the care of the skin. Daily bathing becomes less important as it further dries out the skin. Gentle massages with (non-alcohol) lotion help to keep the skin soft and pliable. Protection from sun and wind is a good idea, as is early attention to any cuts or sores.
THE FOLLOWING SECTION WILL LOOK AT CHANGES THAT OCCUR IN THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM OF THE OLDER ADULT.

CHANGES IN THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS SECTION YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DESCRIBE CHANGES THAT OCCUR IN THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM OF THE OLDER ADULT.

MUSCLE CELL NUMBER AND STRENGTH ARE AT A LIFETIME HIGH IN ONE'S 20s. EVEN THE 35 YEAR OLD HAS FEWER MUSCLE CELLS. CHANGES IN MUSCLE STRENGTH AND SIZE DEPEND ON MANY THINGS - TYPE OF LIFE WORK, LEISURE ACTIVITIES, BODY BUILD AND NUTRITION.

AS AGING CONTINUES, SOME MUSCLE CELLS ARE REPLACED BY FIBROUS CELLS. THE FIBROUS CELLS DO NOT HAVE THE STRENGTH, WEIGHT, OR ABILITIES OF THE MUSCLE CELLS. THE WHOLE MUSCLE BECOMES LESS STRONG AND HEAVY AND EVEN SHORTER AS TIME GOES ON.

EXECUTIVE WITH THE 44 INCH WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE AT AGE 50.

Calcium resides in bones to make them sturdy and to resist breakage. As age progresses, calcium deposits are lost from the skeleton. The bones become lighter, curved, and fragile. This is called Osteoporosis: the bones are brittle and more easily broken. The same injury that at 24 is quickly forgotten leaves a limp at 54 and a fracture at 74. Such calcium loss is
ESPECIALLY TRUE FOR WOMEN AFTER THE MENOPAUSE BUT IS ALSO TRUE FOR THE OLDER MALE.

Osteoarthritis and Osteoporosis are both side effects of man's increased life expectancy. They are events that occur gradually and are worsened by inactivity and excess weight. They can often be delayed or controlled. Exercise and physical activity are not restricted to the young. Programs of regular exercise and weight control for the older adult help to delay the immobility that is a fearful and unnecessary part of old age. A good motto for all body systems for all ages is: USE IT, or LOSE IT.
This section will present the changes that occur in the cardiovascular system of the older adult.

Changes in the Cardiovascular System

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to describe changes that occur in the cardiovascular system of the older adult.

Besides the obvious skin and body frame changes, there are also changes in the older adults' heart and blood vessels.

The efficiency of the heart as a pump is measured in two ways: (1) the amount of blood pumped to the body parts with each heartbeat and (2) the effort required of the heart to do the pumping.

The "Blood Pressure" is a measurement of the effort required to pump the blood through the system. It is dependent among other things on the strength of the heartbeat and the resistance of the blood vessel walls. The efficiency of the heart as a pump at 80 years of age is about 70% of what it was at age 30.

Part of this loss in efficiency is due to the blood vessel walls becoming thicker and less elastic. The changes in the vessel walls are a normal process of aging. They are a result of the loss of elasticity and
MUSCLE TONE talked about earlier in the module. Such hardening of the vessels is called Arteriosclerosis.

Another condition common to the older adults is Atherosclerosis. This is a narrowing of the vessels due to deposits of fat and cholesterol on their walls. It may make an artery opening so narrow as to close off completely. Eating foods rich in animal fat (cholesterol) and being overweight contribute to the development of atherosclerosis. Too little exercise and too much stress also contribute to blood vessel disease. Lastly, even smoking is responsible for narrowing blood vessels.
The problems of arteriosclerosis, atherosclerosis, and reduced heart pump performance lead to reduced efficiency of the older adult's entire body system. This leads to an increased risk of diseases such as hypertension, congestive heart failure, and stroke, all of which can be postponed.

What the person eats and does has an important bearing on the incidence of disease. The nutrition module will help to show the relationship of diet and disease.
THIS SECTION WILL PRESENT THE CHANGES THAT OCCUR IN THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OF THE OLDER ADULT.

CHANGES IN THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS SECTION, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DESCRIBE CHANGES THAT OCCUR IN THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OF THE OLDER ADULT.

Breathing is an activity no one thinks about, unless they're having difficulty doing it. It is the automatic exchange of air in the lungs. Lung tissue is elastic and the rib cage is moveable. Speed and depth of breathing adjusts naturally to cope with whatever activity the person is doing.

While this continues throughout life, the older lungs become limited in their ability to adapt to what their owner requires. The breathing capacity is less effective in the older adult. One becomes short of breath because of lessened elasticity of lung tissue.

Age brings a stiffening and reduced movement of the rib cage. This also contributes to reduced lung expansion. Less lung expansion means less air exchange and less oxygen to the body cells.

While not part of the respiratory system, the body's immune system (self-protection) becomes less
EFFICIENT WITH AGE. THE OLDER ADULT THUS IS MORE SUSCEPTIBLE TO RESPIRATORY INFECTION AND TAKES LONGER TO RECOVER FROM IT.

AS WITH ALL OTHER BODY PARTS, KEEPING THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM CLEAN AND IN GOOD WORKING ORDER IS IMPORTANT FOR THE OLDER ADULT. AVOIDING THOSE INDIVIDUALS WITH OBVIOUS COLDS IS THE FIRST RULE FOR GOOD HEALTH.

SMOKING POLLUTES THE AIR BREATHED, NARROWS THE BLOOD VESSELS AND CLOGS THE LUNGS. AVOIDING SMOKING AND THOSE WHO SMOKE IS A GOOD WAY TO PROVIDE CLEAN AIR FOR EASIER BREATHING.
Moderate exercise encourages a person to breathe deeply. Muscle activity helps the blood flow efficiently to all body parts.
THIS SECTION WILL PRESENT THE CHANGES IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM OF THE OLDER ADULT.

CHANGES IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS SECTION, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DESCRIBE CHANGES IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM OF THE OLDER ADULT.

ONE OF LIFE'S GREAT PLEASURES IS EATING. IT IS CLOSELY TIED TO LIFESTYLE, HEREDITY, AND ENVIRONMENT. THE GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM (FOOD TUBE) GENERALLY FUNCTIONS WELL THROUGHOUT LIFE, DESPITE THE MANY INSULTS IT OFTEN RECEIVES. THE STRUCTURE OF THE STOMACH AND LARGE AND SMALL BOWELS DO NOT CHANGE A GREAT DEAL WITH AGE. THE INTESTINAL WALLS AND MUCOUS LINING MAY BECOME THINNER AND LESS ELASTIC. THE DIGESTIVE ORGANS (PANCREAS AND LIVER) MAY PRODUCE LESSENED AMOUNTS OF JUICES (ENZYMES) NEEDED TO BREAK DOWN THE FOOD. THIS RESULTS IN DIFFICULTY ABSORBING IRON, VITAMINS, AND OTHER NUTRIENTS.

LOSS OF LARGE BOWEL ELASTICITY MAY RESULT IN CONSTIPATION. MANY OLDER ADULTS FEAR THIS AND RESORT TO UNNECESSARY USE OF LAXATIVES. MAINTAINING A HIGH FLUID AND FIBRE INTAKE AS WELL AS REGULAR EXERCISE IS THE BEST PREVENTION AGAINST CONSTIPATION.
The module on Nutrition gives good information about food needs for the older adult.

The liver is important for food breakdown (metabolism) and excretion of wastes. It too usually works well throughout life. Diminished function is usually the result of a disease. For example, cirrhosis is a chronic deterioration of the liver and leads to digestion problems. However it is more related to alcohol abuse or disease than to normal aging.
This section will present the changes in the urinary system of the older adult.

Changes in the Urinary System

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to describe changes in the urinary system of the older adult.

The purpose of the kidneys is to filter out wastes from the bloodstream. This function continues through life although it becomes less efficient in older adults. The 80 year old has only half the efficiency of a 30 year old.

The bladder's job is to collect and hold the urine produced by the kidneys and then signal its owner to empty it when necessary. Older adults may find that their bladder capacity is less than in earlier days. They tend to go to the bathroom more frequently. This is partly due to a reduced bladder capacity and partly to a fear of not being able to "hold it". Older females often are bothered by Stress Incontinence which is sudden passing of urine when coughing or sneezing. This may be a result of weakened pelvic muscles from earlier childbirth.

The prostate gland is a large gland that surrounds the neck of the bladder in the male. This gland may
Enlarge in older men and cause either inability to void (retention), or frequent voiding, especially at night.

Many older adults fear loss of urinary control. They then cut down on the fluids they drink thinking that this will relieve the problem. Unfortunately it makes the problem worse as the urine becomes more concentrated and irritates the bladder wall. It is important to encourage the older adult to drink plenty of fluids and to go to the bathroom at regular intervals. After all, a trip to the bathroom is a form of exercise!
This section will present sexuality changes in the older adult.

Sexuality Changes

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to describe sexuality changes in the older adult.

It is important to remember that sexuality is much more than the mere act of intercourse. It is closeness to another person, feelings of being valued, and mutual caring. These needs do not change throughout life and are just as important at 80 years of age as they were at 30.
Most older adults are physically capable of sexual activity into their 80's and beyond. Vaginal dryness or slowness to obtain or maintain an erection are normal aging changes that need to be recognized. They are in no way a signal that activity should stop. Changes in the couples method and approach can lead to new pleasure in lovemaking.

Many older couples do experience a decrease in frequency of sexual activity for a variety of reasons. When illness or disability interfere with sexual activity, other expressions of warmth and caring become more important. The older adults' need for closeness and caring are normal human needs and require fulfillment.
This section will present the changes in the central nervous system of the older adult.

Changes in the Central Nervous System

Upon completion of this section, you will be able to describe changes in the central nervous system of the older adult.

Since humans are born with over 20 billion brain cells, they can safely tolerate the gradual loss that occurs throughout life. What the person loses in brain cell numbers is overcome through experience and learning.

Studies have shown that intellectual abilities do not change as age progresses. Memory and mental abilities continue throughout life. People can and do learn their way through life. As long as there is no disease present, the brain functions well. Speed of response may slow down with age. Ability to respond does not.

Atherosclerosis, Alcoholism, and Alzheimer's Disease are three conditions that affect the brain. The first two are related to earlier lifestyles. Alzheimer's as yet is a puzzle. Research suggests there may be a biochemical reason for this tragic loss in abilities for thought and response.
Other parts of the nervous system do experience aging changes. The older adult becomes less sensitive to touch and pain. Vision is affected, especially by glaring lights. Also, poor lighting and sameness of colours present vision problems for the older adult.

The senses of taste and smell are reduced. The nutrition module gives good suggestions on how the older adult can enhance taste and attractiveness of foods.
The sense of hearing lessens with age as the tiny bones in the ear become stiff and the nerves less receptive. High pitched sounds are lost first, lower ones later on.

The changes in the senses mean that more care must be taken to communicate well with the older adult. The listening module has good suggestions to follow to help the older adult remain in contact with the world around him/her.
SUMMARY

There are many physiologic changes that occur throughout life. Body changes in structure and function are inevitable. Although a person receives a genetic plan through one's heredity, how one lives has a major affect on the speed with which aging changes occur.

Aging changes occur internally and externally. Obvious and visible signs of aging are smaller stature and soft, wrinkled skin. Inward and invisible signs of aging are narrowed blood vessels, changed senses of taste, and vision changes. Each system reviewed has both obvious and hidden changes.

Skin changes in thickness, underpadding and elasticity produce the characteristic soft wrinkles of age. The not so obvious change is the sensation of coldness due to loss of insulation.

Change in joint spaces, bone strength, and muscle elasticity produce the shorter bulky person who needs to be careful of falls or accidents.

The heart as a pump changes in output and efficiency due to the resistance of stiff and narrow blood vessels. Outward signs are the shortness of breath and tiredness seen after unusual exercise.

Changes in rib cage mobility and lung expansion are hidden but their affect is obvious in the older adult's lessened stamina.
The digestive system changes with age are minimal, yet often disagree with some foods or result in "problems with the bowels". Most of these difficulties are avoidable.

The urinary system changes are likewise minor but the obvious results are the increased nighttime trips to the bathroom.

The need for love and fulfillment is as real in later years as in youth. Physiological changes relating to sexuality are minimal.

The nervous system of the older adult does experience changes with age although they are not obvious. Food loses its taste, other people seem to mumble and the lights are either too bright or not bright enough. Still the ability to think, reason, and argue remain true and present.

Throughout the review of body changes, suggestions of ways to cope with them point to the need to get busy and enjoy life. The underlying motto is:

USE IT
OR
LOSE IT!
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ADDRESS: 245 Main St.
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DRINKING

BY ALTERNATING LIVE-ACTION SEQUENCES AND ANIMATED GRAPHS, THE FILM FOLLOWS THE BEHAVIORAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATIONS THAT ARE DIRECTLY LINKED TO CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL. IT SHOWS THE SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM EFFECTS ON THE HUMAN BODY. A FRENCH-LANGUAGE VERSION, UN VERRE OU DEUX, IS ALSO AVAILABLE.

PRODUCED FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE CANADA.

1976, Color, NFB, 21 minutes.

A FIGHT FOR BREATH: EMPHYSEMA

A FILM AIMED AT YOUNGSTERS TEMPTED BY CIGARETTES BUT ALSO FOR ALL THOSE ALREADY ADDICTED. THE REASON WHY A MAN SUFFERING FROM EMPHYSEMA HAS DIFFICULTY BREATHING IS GRAPHICALLY ILLUSTRATED. THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM IS SHOWN IN ANIMATED CROSS-SECTIONAL MODELS, DOWN TO THE SMALLEST AIR CELLS, THE ALVEOLI. THAT IS WHERE THE BREAKDOWN BEGINS WHICH EVENTUALLY LEADS TO IMPAIRED PULMONARY FUNCTION. THIS INTERNAL VIEW OF THE DAMAGE DONE TO THE LUNGS IS ONE THAT NO VIEWER CAN IGNORE. A FRENCH-LANGUAGE VERSION, UN COMBAT CONTINUEL: L'EMPHYSEMÉ, IS ALSO AVAILABLE.

1974, Color, NFB, 11 minutes: 42 seconds.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES CONT'D

PLACE: NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA CONT'D

FEELIN' GREAT

In our modern lifestyle there is rarely room for adequate physical activity. This film explains why the human body needs exercise, and the sense of well-being that comes from it. Two types of exercise needed for good health - calisthenic and aerobic - are discussed and suggestions made for ways in which such activities can be made part of our daily lives. A French-language version, JOIE DE VIVRE, is also available. Commissioned by NFB to Visual Education Centre for Fitness and Amateur Sport.

1973, Color, MFB, 21 minutes: 28 seconds.

DON'T TAKE IT EASY

An inspiring half-hour documentary designed to encourage fitness among those over 55, Don't Take It Easy features several senior citizens who explain why and show how they stay in shape. Also appearing in the film are geriatricians, physiologists, recreation consultants, and physical activity instructors who describe fitness programs for older persons. Health care professionals and recreation leaders will find this film a valuable aid in motivating senior citizens to exercise. Co-produced by TV Ontario and Fitness Canada.

28:00 106C 0183 075

ARTHITIS: A DIALOGUE WITH PAIN

A film about arthritis, its effect upon people's lives, the nature of the disease and how it can be combated. Through the stories of people suffering from arthritis - young and old, mildly to severely afflicted - and interviews with medical professionals, this documentary provides answers to widely asked questions. It is also about pain, and the will to conquer pain.

56min. 106C 0181 019

39

33
Changes in the Lung Associated with Cigarette Smoking

A set of 20 slides with teacher's notes. An unforgettable illustration of the effects of cigarette smoking, showing both healthy and diseased lung and bronchial tissue. Macroscopic photographs, showing cancer at various stages of growth, make this slide set an important tool in helping smokers and potential smokers become acutely aware of the negative effects of the habit.
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